Editing/Proofreading Marks

☑ This should not have been included in the submission/document.
☐ Something is missing.
☒ This is inappropriate and/or wrong.
☒ This line is too long; insert a line break.
☐ Some of these items are not in the correct order.
AWK The logic here is awkward.

COVER The cover sheet is missing.

DUP This is duplicated or repetitive.

DUI Avoid declarations with initializations.

else This else clause is unnecessary and/or shouldn’t be here.

FLEX This is not flexible or robust

Η The statement of conformity to the Honor Code is missing.

LOOP Should be outside of the loop.

NO This is incorrect/wrong.

<P> You should have used a parameterized collection.

returns Avoid the use of multiple return statements.

S This is not consistent with the style guide.

SPEC This is not consistent with the specification/requirements/design/etc..

USE x You should have used x (where x is a method, algorithm, ...)

List of symbols:

☑: Correct
☐: Incomplete/missing item
☒: Incorrect/Wrong
AWK: Awkward
COVER: Cover sheet missing
DUP: Duplicated
DUI: Avoid declarations with initializations
else: This else clause is unnecessary
FLEX: Not flexible
Η: Missing statement of conformity to the Honor Code
LOOP: Should be outside of the loop
NO: Incorrect/Wrong
<P>: Use parameterized collection
returns: Avoid multiple return statements
S: Not consistent with style guide
SPEC: Not consistent with spec/reqs/design
USE x: Use x (method, algorithm...)

Instructions:
1. Correct.
2. Incomplete/missing.
3. Inappropriate/wrong.
4. Line too long; insert break.
5. Items not in correct order.
6. Awkward logic.
7. Cover sheet missing.
8. Duplicated.
9. Avoid declarations with initializations.
10. Unnecessary else clause.
11. Not flexible.
13. Should be outside loop.
15. Use parameterized collection.
16. Avoid multiple returns.
17. Not consistent with style guide.
18. Not consistent with specification/requirements/design/etc.
19. Use x (where x is a method, algorithm, ...)

Guidelines:
- Correct items are marked with a checkmark (☑).
- Incomplete or missing items are marked with a circle (☐).
- Incorrect or wrong items are marked with an x (☒).
- Areas requiring a line break are marked with an arrow (↑)
- Items out of order are marked with an arrow (↓)
- Awkward logic is marked with AWK
- The cover sheet is marked as missing (COVER)
- Duplicated items are marked (DUP)
- Avoid declarations with initializations (DUI)
- Unnecessary else clause (else)
- Not flexible or robust (FLEX)
- Missing statement of conformity (Η)
- Should be outside of loop (LOOP)
- Incorrect/wrong (NO)
- Use parameterized collection (<P>)
- Avoid multiple return statements (returns)
- Not consistent with style guide (S)
- Not consistent with specification/requirements/design/etc (SPEC)
- Use x (where x is a method, algorithm, ... (USE x)}